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How to Analyze People Series Book #1Analyzing people will give you a distinct advantage in

personal, social, and professional situations. Although most of us analyze each other on a

subconscious level, there arenâ€™t many who take control of this ability and perfect it, so doing so

will give you benefits that others are missing out on. Here is what this book will teach you:The 4

Different Personality Types:Â Everyone is different, but you can tell a lot about someone just from

observing what type of personality category they fit into. There are 4 generally accepted â€œtypesâ€•

that a person can be, and once you learn how to recognize that, you can put this information to

use.Reading People Using Body Language:Â Body Language is one of the most powerful ways to

read people. Humans are subconsciously programmed to move their body in a certain way

according to their emotions and what they are thinking consciously, and also subconsciously. Being

able to learn how to read body language cues will take your analyzing skills to the next level and

improve your interpersonal relationship skills in all aspects of life.How to use this Information: What

good is your knowledge pertaining to analyzing people if you arenâ€™t sure how to use this

knowledge? Not only will this book tell you how to read body language and personality cues, but it

will give you actionable steps for using it. You can change your own state of mind by changing your

body language, which you will learn about in chapter six of this book.Cold Reading Methods and

Tips: Cold reading is technically associated, in peopleâ€™s minds, with palm readers or psychics,

but this can be a useful skill for many other reasons, especially analyzing and reading others.And

Much More..So Join us and start your journey of better understanding human psychology today!
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I found it interesting and helpful and a good read so take some time and purchase this book you

won't be disappointed.

Nice explanation and points with some great examples. Good starting book on body language. I

would recommend this book for everyone.

I had just finished reading a book on the same topic, with a very similar title and even the cover

image was pretty much the same, so I guess I expected something that was just about the same. It

was a pleasant surprise to find it was quite different.The author grouped people into 4 types and

explained them and then extended this with some type pairings and explained them too. One could

moot that this is no different to the other book I read which was explaining the 16 MBTI types,

though one could also moot that this author has come up with his own unique perspective as a

result of his reaseach which is a great added value for those who have been using the existing 16

MBTI's and other more 'popular' perspectives.The big plus was on the body language. Other books

mention it, say what it is etc, this one gave more tangible tips and tricks and things to look out for

which I felt were more readily usable, more practical than theoretical.Disclosure: I was offered a free

copy of this book by the author in return for an honest review.

Overall great read, I am currently in sales and deal with people on a regular basis. This book is very

effective in explaining the different types of people and how they act, and how to read them. This is

very important for me in my profession. Author keeps it very simple and effective and highly

recommend owning a copy. I recieved a free arc copy in exchange for a review.

Enjoyed reading how to differentiate personality types, & how they communicate on differing levels.

Good tips on how to better communicate, effectively build a rapport with people, & how to read body



language on a slightly more in depth scale. On to book #2...

I enjoyed the read. Quick and to the point. Good insight is shared with useful information. I

recommend and looks k forward to reading other books by this author

This book is very interesting. If you're wanting to learn about analyzing people, this is the book to

read. Very informational.
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